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lives of consequence: An Update from Campus

T he Lives of  Consequence campaign goes to the very heart of  the mis-

sion of  Amherst College: to educate “men and women of  exceptional 

potential from all backgrounds so that they may seek, value, and ad-

vance knowledge, engage the world around them, and lead principled 

lives of  consequence.”

Through the campaign, the college is seeking to raise $425 million toward 

scholarships, curriculum and faculty support; learning outside the classroom; and 

campus upgrades. Additionally, Amherst hopes to secure 500 new Johnson Chapel 

Associates through a variety of  estate provisions. Another campaign initiative, 

Amherst Connects, aims to provide more opportunities for engagement among 

alumni and students through events and online programs. 

Launched in October 2008, the campaign has drawn interest and support from 

alumni of  every Amherst class, from every corner of  the globe. But beyond the 

data, the dollars and the discussion it has generated is the tangible impact the 

campaign is having on the lives of  students, faculty and the institution itself. 

Grateful for the Opportunity
Why Colleen O’Connor ’11 transferred 
to Amherst

Colleen O’Connor is from Westhampton, Mass. She 
came to Amherst as a transfer student through the  
college’s Community College Transfer Initiative, a  
program funded by the Jack Kent Cooke Foundation. 
Here, Colleen expresses her gratitude to the donors  
who have made her Amherst education possible.

Thank you so much for your generous 
contribution. Amherst is an amazing 

school, and without the generosity of  
people like you, I would never be able 
to go to it. I transferred to Amherst last 
spring from Holyoke Community Col-
lege. People go to community colleges 
for a lot of  reasons. Mine was mone-
tary—and it was the best stroke of  luck 
that I could have asked for. 

In high school, I worked… a lot. I 
often worked full-time, and often at 
more than one job (on top of  going to 
school for six hours a day, plus home-
work). I was convinced that if  I worked 
really hard, I would be able to pay for 
college. I applied to one school: Fram-
ingham State College. I was sure that I 
would be able to pay for a state school. 
When I got the letter saying that it was 
$7,000 a semester, I was crushed—
working well over full-time for two 
years, I had only saved $5,000.

So I enrolled at HCC, thinking that 
I would become a dental hygienist. I 
decided that I would only work for 24 
hours a week at the Bluebonnet Diner  
in Northampton. I wanted to get my 
gen ed requirements over with, since 
that is what everyone told me to do. I 
found out that I loved learning. Every-
thing was interesting to me, and, as it 
turns out, when I wasn’t being stretched 
so thin between work and school, I was 
actually pretty smart. Then, I started 
doing extracurricular activities, which 
I hadn’t had time for since middle 
school. I joined the student newspaper 
[and] the alumni newspaper and started 
volunteering at a shelter. I took a non-
credit math class at Mount Holyoke and 
started thinking more about how open 
my future might actually be. One day,  
a customer of  mine who is a custodian 
at Amherst brought in a copy of  The 

Colleen O’Connor ’11 came to Amherst as a transfer student through the college’s 
Community College Transfer Initiative.
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A Future in Public Service
An interview with David Ullman ’10

David Ullman  will soon start a nine-month fellowship 
with the City of New York’s Urban Fellows Program. The 
program gives 25 recent graduates the opportunity to 
work in New York City government one-on-one with a 
high-level government official to explore issues facing 
the city and assist in the implementation of public policy.

How did you become interested in  
New York City urban policy?
During an internship with a good-
government group in New York, I was 
introduced to a number of  city policy 
issues. I explored one of  those issues 
in my senior thesis in political science, 
“The Political Economy of  Urban Con-
gestion Pricing.” Congestion pricing— 
tolling a city’s central business district 
during peak hours—is widely acknowl-
edged as the best way, and perhaps the 
only way, to reduce urban traffic. But 

it’s politically difficult. I used the Bloom-
berg administration’s experience two 
years ago as my case study discussing 
those difficulties. I think [the thesis] cer-
tainly helped me get the fellowship. 

What do you hope to gain from this experi-
ence?
Obviously, public policy or public ser-
vice work is not going to pay particu-
larly well, especially for someone right 
out of  college. And that’s OK. I hope to 
learn about the workings of  city govern-
ment and about the role of  urban policy 
in New York. But my ideal of  govern-
ment is helping people. If  I can, in some 
small way, improve the lives of  fellow 
New Yorkers, the experience will be a 
positive one.

Amherst Connects a Student  
and an Alum
An interview with Sarah Gelles ’10 and 
Neal Huntington ’91 

Sarah Gelles ’10 grew up in Philadelphia as a Phillies 
fan and has always loved baseball. She knew even 
before coming to Amherst that she wanted to work for 
a major league club someday. With help from Amherst 
alumni, she’s well on her way. Sarah spent the summer 
between her junior and senior years as an intern in 
the baseball operations department of the Pittsburgh 
Pirates. She learned about the opportunity from a  
phone conversation with Neal Huntington ’91, the 
Pirates’ general manager.

How did this internship come together?

SARAH: A lot of  people teased me for 
choosing Amherst over Williams, be-
cause George Steinbrenner went to  
Williams. They’d say, ‘How could you 
pass that up?’ But it turns out Amherst 
has a much better alumni network!

Starting my freshman year, I met 
an alum who worked for the Cleveland 
Indians. I also used the career network 
to find alums involved with all the dif-
ferent teams. I’ve attended the Career 
Center’s Alumni in Sports panels every 
year. My sophomore year, I had a phone 
conversation with Neal Huntingon ’91. 
We talked for 45 minutes. 

NEAL: Sarah inquired about an intern-
ship with the organization and how I 
got into what I do and any thoughts or 
advice for her. Then she went through 
our application process and was selected 
to be one of  our handful of  interns. 

Amherst Student, which said that Amherst 
was doing away with loans [and replac-
ing them with scholarships]. I went to 
an open house at Amherst and decided 
that this was the right place for me, this 
was a place where I would be challenged 
and this was a place that would give me 
the future that I’d always been afraid to 
hope for.

Going to Amherst has opened up a 
lot of  doors that I always thought would 
be locked to a working-class kid like me. 
Since coming to Amherst, I’ve studied 
art in Italy, worked with letters written 
by Edith Wharton and Clyde Fitch 
and learned to write fiction from a man 
whom critics call a “genius.” This sum-
mer, I am working to publish a memoir 
that a man in my town wrote before 
he died. I feel like I am taken seriously 
at Amherst; when I said to my adviser 
that I wanted to be a writer, she didn’t 
laugh. I’m free to think big here. No 
one sighs. No one laughs. No one ex-
plains to me that the world “doesn’t  
really work that way.”

And it is all because of  people like 
you. 

Thank you, from the bottom of   
my heart.

Sincerely, 
Colleen O’Connor
Amherst College Class of  2011

To learn how you can support broadening access and 
financial aid at Amherst, contact Tim Neale, director 
of leadership giving, at (413) 542-5900 or taneale@
amherst.edu. 

Amherst Welcomes  
New Faculty 
It’s the largest incoming group  
in 20 years. 
 

Through the Lives of  Consequence cam-
paign, Amherst is committed to the 

future of  the college’s faculty. New fields 
of  expertise are emerging, and Amherst 
must ensure that its curriculum remains 
current. This is also a period of  rapid 
change in the faculty, as large numbers 
of  senior instructors are expected to 
retire. (Almost 25 percent of  the current 
faculty is older than 60.) In addition, it 
is vital that members of  the faculty be 
able to pursue their own research and 
professional development, which have 
real benefits on teaching in the class-
room. Amherst is distinctive as a small 
college dedicated to both cutting-edge 
research and undergraduate education, 
and hiring additional faculty members is 
necessary to maintain this commitment.

This year, the college hired the largest 
incoming group of  faculty in 20 years, 
including nine new tenure-track profes-
sors. The fields represented by these 
tenure-track hires indicate some of  the 
future directions of  the Amherst curricu-
lum. The group includes new faculty in 
traditional disciplines at Amherst, includ-
ing classics, medieval poetry and litera-
ture, geology and organic chemistry, as 
well as emerging interdisciplinary fields, 
such as neurobiology, women’s and gen-
der studies, and the arts in music ( jazz) 
and theater and dance (directing). 

Dean of  the Faculty and Professor of  
Mathematics Greg Call has high expecta-
tions for this new cohort of  teachers. 
“After long and rigorous international 
searches, the college is fortunate to have 
found an exceptional cohort of  commit-
ted teachers and scholars who are excited 
to share both the breadth of  their fields 
and their particular intellectual interests 
with our students. Working with their 
senior colleagues, these new faculty will 
offer their creativity and insights in ser-
vice of  the faculty’s never-ending project 
of  shaping Amherst’s curriculum.”

To learn how you can support faculty and curricular 
development at Amherst, contact Tim Neale, director 
of leadership giving, at (413) 542-5900 or taneale@
amherst.edu.

Discussing Lives 
of Consequence 
Class of  1970 sparks debate

The Class of  1970 listserv (an e-mail 
exchange group) was buzzing this 

spring. Besides the usual topics, an in-
tense discussion arose over the campaign 
theme Lives of  Consequence.

In April, two ’70 classmates, Bill Eisen 
and Rob Duboff, posted an open letter to 
President Marx expressing their concerns 
that Amherst was “urging its students to 
pursue ‘Lives of  Consequence,’ to the ex-
clusion of  other possibilities and goals for 
their lives.” In a letter of  response, Marx 
explained that the phrase came from the 
college’s 2007 mission statement and is 
based on the idea that a principled life of  
consequence “is defined not by what we 
ourselves receive, but by what we give to 
others.” Both letters are on the college’s 
website. 

As it turns out, the original coiner of  
the expression was one of  the Class of  
1970’s own: author, attorney and Am-
herst trustee Scott Turow. When the 
college began the process of  writing its 
mission statement, Turow provided an 
early draft, which included the much-dis-
cussed phrase. After Reunion, in a mes-
sage posted to the Class of  1970 listserv, 
Scott revealed himself  as the author and 
explained the thinking behind the term. 

“We wanted to capture a notion 
many in our class share—namely that 
something special, something without 
dollars-and-cents importance, happens at 
Amherst and some other small liberal arts 
schools like it. One of  the hallmarks of  
that education is that we produce gradu-
ates who have a lifetime engagement with 
issues of  values, and who are committed 
to measuring their lives not solely by their 
own narrow pleasures or attainments, but 
also by their lives’ consequence for other 
human beings. Since we aspire to produce 
graduates committed to deliberating on 
these questions, each person, by defini-
tion, must live according to values deter-
mined on his or her own. Thus I truly 
believe nothing judgmental was implied 
in the term.” 

Learn more about the discussion of Lives of Consequence 
(and share your own thoughts) at www.amherst.edu/ 
alumni/conversations/consequence. Go to www.amherst.
edu/magazine to watch President Marx answer questions 
from alumni and talk about Lives of Consequence. 
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Sarah was awarded the internship based 
on her impressive credentials and did a 
great job with us last summer.

What are some of the benefits of being a part 
of the Amherst community of students and 
alumni?

SARAH: Almost every single person I 
e-mailed was more helpful than I even 
expected, whether it was coming to Am-
herst to have coffee with me, sending e-
mails on my behalf  or returning my call 
even though [these people] were very 
high up in a baseball organization and 
had way more important things to do.

NEAL: I was very fortunate in that while 
I was at Amherst, [baseball] coach [Bill] 
Thurston opened some doors for me, in-
troducing me to Dan Duquette [’80] and 
other alumni. This led to an internship 
with the Montreal Expos while Dan was 
the assistant general manager with the 
team. When Dan was promoted to gen-
eral manager, he brought me onboard in 
an entry-level position. I’ve always been 
grateful to Amherst. So when Amherst 
students call, I try to give them time.

If you have an internship to offer or are interested in 
being a mentor to an intern, contact Ken Koopmans, 
manager of internship programs, at (413) 542-8419  
or kkoopmans@amherst.edu. 

Top: sarah Gelles ’10 interned with the 
pittsburgh pirates. Above right: David 
ullman ’10 says his thesis helped him  
win a fellowship.

$425,000,000

$377,315,550

Goal
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Pre-FY08

Campaign Progress 
(as of June 30, 2010)
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Campaign Gift Pyramid
(as of June 30, 2010)

Gifts Needed Gifts achieved

Gift Range # # Dollars Raised

$50,000,000+ 2 1 $100,000,000

$25,000,000+ 2 2 $50,761,768

$10,000,000+ 4 4 $47,967,965

$5,000,000+ 9 10 $57,052,743

$2,500,000+ 10 5 $15,858,760

$1,000,000+ 30 25 $32,583,514

$500,000+ 40 20 $12,614,749

$250,000+ 75 37 $11,760,367

$100,000+ 175 126 $17,620,378

under 
$100,000

Many 16,786 $31,095,304

Total ($425 million goal) $377,315,550

89% of goal

Alumni Engagement by Category
(as of June 30, 2010)

14,256 alumni, or 68.7% of all alumni, engaged in at least one of the six engagement categories in FY2010. 

Category Description # of alumni % of all alumni

Giving* alumni who have made gifts to the College 11,300 54.4%

online alumni who have logged into the Web site or requested e-mail forwarding 6,853 33.0%

Feedback/Feature alumni who have voted, provided feedback, or been featured in publications or online 4,565 22.0%

Events alumni who have attended or participated in events both on and off campus 4,066 19.6%

alumni/Student alumni who have participated in a wide range of activities with current students  
(career network, internships, partner class program, panels, etc.)

2,674 12.9%

Society of the  
alumni leadership

alumni who have participated in traditional class and College volunteer roles and committees 1,866 9.0%

*Engagement measures participation against all alumni of record (20,757). The alumni Fund measures participation against solicitable alumni (19,694).

Campaign Totals by Campaign Priority 
(Percent of total as of June 30, 2010)

other: 2%

Community Engagement: 2%

Faculty and Curricular Support: 4%

Purpose Pending: 8% 

annual Fund: 10%

access: 12% 

Facilities: 20%

Unrestricted: 42% 

pre-1935  $133,051
1936 potsubay 85.7 $3,885 
1937 hall 60.0 $8,205 
1938 schweizer 61.1 $3,685 
1939   66.7 $13,141 
1940 Dowley 100.0 $36,362 
1941 Titsworth 67.4 $19,276 
1942 Chester 75.6 $31,351 
1943 merrell 76.5 $117,727 
1944 De santi 71.7 $23,013 
1945 Duncan 78.0 $70,574 
1946 Thompson 65.8 $52,523 
1947 holt 71.4 $12,769 
1948   67.4 $8,666 
1949 Kingman 83.6 $43,431 
1950 Cooney/leeb 74.2 $88,882 
1951 Watson/Knowles 83.2 $78,893 
1952 Jones/Williamson 83.1 $108,597 
1953 mahler 76.0 $109,728 
1954 Copsey/Tulloch/Wilcox 91.3 $99,933 
1955 Van hoesen 80.8 $172,042 
1956 Damon 92.7 $944,538 
1957 Kermes 73.7 $163,644 
1958 parker 73.2 $104,726 
1959 miller 90.0 $157,319 
1960 Gernold 82.9 $533,475 
1961 spence 82.2 $126,783 
1962 epstein/Weiss 69.2 $95,759 
1963 King 68.0 $109,538 
1964 miller 65.0 $119,220 
1965 Washburn 71.5 $88,088 
1966 sturges 57.2 $101,469 
1967 Calvert 58.9 $153,639 
1968 rosenfeld 57.5 $84,954 
1969 Kovacs 60.8 $125,677 
1970 hodson/Gilliss 63.7 $203,787 
1971 Freeman/merrill 54.8 $99,375 
1972 Cousey/Bernstein/Bittman 49.1 $71,288 
1973 murphy/sailor 54.8 $129,588 
1974 Thayer/Berns 45.8 $169,996 
1975 mcCatty/Conway 55.4 $177,742 
1976 Arnold/smith/Vickery 54.4 $140,619 
1977 Kitchell/hartman 53.2 $165,523 
1978 meyer/Chase 51.5 $204,214 
1979 ploumis/Doucette 49.8 $166,721 

  Percent 
Class Agent(s) Participation Amount

Annual Fund Gifts by Class, FY2010

This year the Annual Fund recorded the second highest total in the 
college’s history and only the second time the fund has crossed the $10 
million mark. We would like to thank our donors and our volunteers—
Class Agents, Associate Agents, 1821 Chairs, and special reunion 
volunteers—who donated their time to make the Annual Fund a success.

Annual Fund Chairs: Chris noyer seaver ’81 and leo Arnaboldi ’81
parents’ Fund Chairs: paul ’76 and Joanne schnell p’11
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1980 stein/Conway/edmundson 51.8 $518,199 
1981 meegan/schneider/Warner/Krueger 63.9 $234,122 
1982 Conboy/Goldberg/Ong 53.3 $177,372 
1983 stracher 54.5 $259,824 
1984 porter 55.9 $240,486 
1985 Klein/nussbaum 65.0 $439,364 
1986 sommers/levin/Barsamian 55.0 $183,387 
1987 la sala/Webster/edelman 53.3 $94,066 
1988 Quigley/montgomery 53.0 $114,480 
1989 Bischof/mahan 53.3 $137,704 
1990 Glass/Close/mogul/Broker 64.2 $324,381 
1991 Blackburn/sullivan 53.9 $112,812 
1992 Wilensky/mercurio/esch 53.9 $78,692 
1993 Baum/schwartz/Glickman/Keohan 48.6 $112,953 
1994 novicki/swift/Cippoletti/Glassenberg 43.3 $53,025 
1995 Cheng 56.1 $98,323 
1996 Barrett/Chadwick/russo 41.5 $41,166 
1997 steketee 47.2 $38,263 
1998 Vaites/schur/southergill 49.0 $29,936 
1999 Carroll 55.7 $46,133 
2000 noyes mcentee/soto 49.0 $28,872 
2001 DeWire 47.0 $28,814 
2002 Bookbinder 50.6 $32,112 
2003 Flood 52.0 $15,096 
2004 macrae/murumba 51.3 $12,311 
2005 mason/roe 47.8 $18,192 
2006 lockwood 41.6 $10,430 
2007 Ancona/Armour/lesser/sparling/Wohl 53.7 $21,766 
2008 neckes/Kitchell 44.2 $13,944 
2009 Tamagni 39.0 $7,315 

 misc   $118,770 
2010 Darmody/D’Angelo 90.5 $18,691 

AlumnI FunD  57.7 $9,467,467 

2010 Kramer/Yakaitis 27.7 $103,757 
2011 Fitzgerald/perkins 22.1 $96,539 
2012 Ogunlesi/Camacho 23.2 $102,741 
2013 eastburn/matthew 23.3 $158,495 
parents of Alumni  31.6 $164,729

pArenTs’ FunD  27.5  $626,260

AnnuAl FunD  57.7  $10,093,727 

Total Gift Income for FY2010: $62.3 million 
(Percent of total as of June 30, 2010)

Planned Gifts: 4%

Current Use - Restricted: 7%

Capital Gifts - Property,  
Buildings & Equipment: 12%

annual Fund: 16%

Capital Gifts -  
Endowment: 61% 


